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Introduction: Up until the MRO era, evidence of 

sand movement was limited to a few zones [1-2]. Hi-

RISE images [3] have changed our approach to study 

aeolian processes on Mars. Using these high-resolution 

images (~25 cm/pixel), sand motion and dune changes 

have been detected [4-5] in diverse zones on Mars, 

including the north polar region [5], confirming the 

hypothesis of bedform migration under the current at-

mospheric wind conditions [6]. In this work we inve-

stigate several HiRISE images that allow multi-

temporal analysis of an erg consisting of barchan and 

barchanoid dunes in Herschel crater (Fig. 1). Further-

more, with the aid of a mesoscale atmospheric model 

(MRAMS), we compare the morphologic analysis with 

plausible atmospheric conditions. 

 

Fig. 1: Loca-

tion map of 

the study area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods: We analyzed three overlapping HiRISE 

images (PSP_002860_1650, PSP_003572_1650 and 

ESP_020384_1650) that were processed and co-

registered with  CTX image  

P05_002860_1650_XI_15S232W in a Geographic 

Information System (GIS) project. The first image was 

acquired on 07 March 2007 at Ls=195.8°, the second 

on 01 May 2007 at Ls=229.7° and the third on 01 De-

cember 2010 at Ls=190.9° We also utilized a semi-

automatic algorithm to map dune edges and ripple pat-

terns for detecting possible sand motion and changes in 

the ripple pattern [7, 8] (Fig. 2). Finally, we compared 

our results with modeled winds from the Mars Regio-

nal Atmospheric Modeling System (MRAMS) [9]. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Part of the ripple patterns extracted with the 

semi-automatic algorithm on the dune in Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Large Dark Dune (LDD) morphology: diverse 

types of aeolian modifications have been detected 

(Figs. 3-4). 

 

 

Fig. 3: Map 

produced 

from overlap-

ping HiRISE 

images show-

ing changes in 

aeolian bed-

forms. 
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Fig. 4: The studied 

dune. HiRISE image 

PSP_002860_1650. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modifications in the dune edge are visible in Fig. 

5a-a’, and we measured a displacement of ~3 m to-

wards the south. This movement direction is also evi-

dent in other dunes in the same erg suggesting active 

sand saltation in the study area. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Changes in the dune edge. HiRISE images  

PSP_002860_1650 and ESP_020384_1650. 
 

In Figs. 6a-a’, we can observe consistent modifica-

tions in the ripple pattern, accompanied by dune ad-

vancement (Fig. 7) and changes in the slip face structu-

res (grainflows) . 

 

 

Fig. 6: changes in ripple patterns in the studied dune 

HiRISE images PSP_002860_1650 and 

ESP_020384_1650. 
 

 

Grainflow activity seems to have occurred conti-

nuously on an example dune slip face (Figs. 7d, d’, d’’) 

suggesting consistent sand motion during the investiga-

ted time interval. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: a, b, c) Dune margin in the image 

PSP_002860_1650 is compared with the other 

ESP_020384_1650. d, d’, d’’) Changes occurred over 

the dune slip face. Diverse grainflows took place over 

the dune slip face. d)  PSP_002860_1650. d’’)  

PSP_003572_1650. d’’)  ESP_020384_1650. 

 

Modeled winds: The winds computed from the 

meso-scale model MRAMS are compared with a stress 

over a large-scale model-derived threshold (0.0225 Pa) 

for sand motion as discussed by [10] and the predicted 

wind regime is evaluated for explaining the dune 

movements detected in this study. 

 

Conclusion: In this report we observed ripple di-

splacements, changes in grainflow scars over dune slip 

faces and dune advancement over most of the dunes 

suggesting that the dark dunes in the Herschel basin are 

movable under the present-day wind conditions. Cur-

rently we are in the process of evaluating the MRAMS 

model results in order to study the effects of local to-

pography, and how they are consistent with the ob-

served dune movements.  
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